Data analysis is
-the science of discovery in data -of processing data to extract evidence -so that we can make informed decisions The theory and methods, not of any particular discipline itself, but of how to find things out -a new technological discipline -a merger of several existing disciplines statistics, computer science, pattern recognition, AI, machine learning, . . . .
Parallel work with different emphases ⇒ tensions, benefits and a potential for synergy
We (data analysts) live in very exciting times We live in the most exciting of times Why so exciting?
The computer
Replace months of error-prone hand calculation by split second production accurate results
Changing the role of the data analyst: -from concern with arithmetic manipulation -to concern with interpretation and meaning
Two impacts -can easily do what we did before -can do entirely new things

Evolution of data analysis
Origins -in the mists of time e.g.1: King David I of Scotland, 1150 AD, defined the inch as the average of the width of the thumbs of a big man, a medium man, and a small man measured at the base of the thumbnail. It is seen as a mathematical science by many -it has mathematics at its roots -it is often based in mathematics departments -but cf engineering, surveying
But not by everyone Resistance to regarding stats as mathematics on two counts: -that understanding the application domains plays a key role -the importance of computational influences
Mathematics:
Assume properties of nature and deduce consequences
Data analysis:
Observe consequences (=data) and deduce properties of nature
To be a good data analyst one needs to understand the data (Mathematics prodigies, but no such thing as a data analyst prodigy) 
Support vector machines
ANNs generalise linear functions using linear combinations of nonlinear transformations of ... 
